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1. Why we need 
new models



The Anthropocene
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The Anthropocene

80 million
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The Anthropocene

80 million 300 million

Tittensor et al. (2014), Science



Need to better understand and forecast the impacts of our actions now and into the future

Can we?



Schindler & Hilborn (2015) Science

Boyd (2012) Science



Do ecologists get overwhelmed by complexity 
in a way that physicists do not?

… because we can see butterflies, but not atoms?



2. The General Ecosystem Model
(GEM) concept



Most models for ecology are correlative

Environmental 
variables

Species 
occurrences

Modelled 
distribution

• Model patterns

• Extrapolate 
beyond the data 
to predict at new 
conditions

• Assumes 
constancy of 
processes



Process-based models

• Model underlying mechanisms 
(e.g. formation of clouds, 
hydrological cycle)

• Allows prediction to novel 
conditions & unexpected 
outcomes

• As mechanistic understanding 
improves, so does model



IPCC, Fourth Assessment Report, 2007

General circulation models (GCMs)



The challenge

• Can we model the 
biosphere via fundamental 
ecological processes? 

• Land and sea?

• Can we forecast changes in 
biodiversity and ecosystem 
stability/function?

I.e. can we create a general (global) ecosystem model?



What we can learn from the GCM 
experience

• Start simple

• Initial models will be crude

• Substantial oversimplifications…

• …but a foundation to build upon & engage a 
community



Modelling 
Philosophy

3. The 
Madingley 
model



Modelling 
Philosophy

Global & spatially explicit

Terrestrial

Marine

Modelling 
philosophy

Balanced 
consideration of all 
trophic levels

Transparent

Open

Reproducible

Emergence



Purves (2013), Nature, 493

How?



Key ecological problem (1)

• We haven’t described the majority of species (85-
91% undescribed)

• Want to include all taxa in a model

• How do we resolve this inconsistency?



Model functional groups, not species

Semelparous

Iteroparous

Ectotherm

Endotherm

Sessile

MobileOmnivores

Carnivores

Herbivores

Autotrophs



Key ecological problem (2)

• Cannot model individuals separately

Millions per litre
(http://www.cefas.defra.gov.uk) Up to c. 2500 per km2

(Goodman, 1998, Zoology)



Num. individuals: 325
Individual mass: 2.6 kg
Age: 3.4 years

Juvenile mass: 0.01 kg
Adult mass: 4.3 kg
Optimal Prey body size: 12%

Functional traits:
Carnivorous, ectothermic, iteroparous, mobile

Individuals as (multispecies) cohorts



Dynamics

Harfoot et al. (PLoS Biology), 2014



Brose et al. (2005), Ecology ; Williams & Purves (2011), Ecology
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Also accounts for:
• Assimilation efficiency
• Time spent eating
• Emergent prey-switching

Feeding niche





Terrestrial

Marine



What emerges: global 

Harfoot et al. (PLoS Biology), 2014

Seed the model with equal 
biomass everywhere



Carnivores

Omnivores

Herbivores

Harfoot et al. 
(PLoS Biology), 2014

Produces community-level 
metrics



Captures some properties at 
organismal level very well

Harfoot et al. (2014). PLoS Biology



4. What can GEMs do?



Model structure and emergence

• Madingley produces emergent behaviour at 
multiple ecological scales:

- Individual (e.g. reproductive success)

- Population (e.g. dynamics)

- Community (e.g. food-web & trophic structure)

- Ecosystem (e.g. energy & material flows)

- Macroecological (e.g. latitudinal gradients)



Food web sampling

Dunne et al, PNAS, 2002

‘Connectance’

Compare empirical data to 
‘virtual gut sampling’ 

in Madingley



Perturbations & ecological 
collapse

• Thresholds

• Sudden state-changes and trophic cascades

• Resilience

• Recovery?



Newbold et al. (in prep).

Uganda France

Gobi desert

Libyan 
desert

Incre

Body-mass range

Trophic-level range

Mean trophic level

Increasing pressure



Newbold et al. (in prep).

Uganda France

Gobi desert

Libyan
desert



Do recovering ecosystems return 
to the pre-impact state?

95%
Impact phase Recovery phase

Hysteresis?



Generally not

Uganda

France

Gobi desert

Libyan 
desert

Newbold et al. (in prep).



Early-warning signals of collapse
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Latitudinal ratio of endotherms 
to ectotherms

Marine



• Project back to 1859 using GCM-ES model outputs

• Project forward under scenarios of future change (to 2100)

• Use the strengths of modelling approach (land and ocean, 
can produce novel metrics)

• Trade-offs (e.g. agriculture vs. fisheries)

Past, present and future of 
ecosystems

1859

2005

2100



5. DNA barcoding & GEMs

GEM



Not much data with which  to 
evaluate patterns

• Ecology -> generally small-
scale observations & 
experiments



Sampling ecosystems from top to 
bottom

Eniwetok Atoll

Odum & Odum (1955)



Sampling ecosystems from top to 
bottom
• International Biological Program (IBP) 1964 - 1974



Trawl surveys… close but not 
enough

ICES. 2012. Manual for the International Bottom Trawl Surveys. Series 
of ICES Survey Protocols. SISP 1-IBTS VIII. 68 pp



Leray & Knowlton (2015), PNAS

Thomsen et al. (2012), PLoS One

Can metabarcoding and eDNA
help?



In the shorter term….

• Identification of function from DNA

• Family level traits?

• Gut sampling -> dynamic food webs

• … IBP but with DNA barcoding technology?



• Relative abundance of species / taxa

• Biomass of every functional group / trophic level

• Ecological function

• Flow rates of material through food web

• Sampling ecosystem from top to bottom

• Repeatedly

• Will next Friday work?

Wishlist…



The future…..?

• Add automated eDNA samplers to acoustic or 
satellite tags?



Sustainable development goals



For humanity – and for life
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A ‘moving target’



Automating Taxonomic Assignments
What Phylum?

24 Options
What Class?

17 Options
What Order?

31 Options
What Family?

129 Options
What Next?

New
BIN

Complete Linnaeus

BIN Only

Achlya flavicornis

BOLD:AAC2792

Insecta

Lepidoptera

Drepanidae

Arthropoda

Biodiversity Automation



MAYBE

?

?

?

1. Are estimates of global number of animal 
species accurate?

2. Has competition been the primary force in 
limiting the number of animal species?

3. Are most species old?`

Yes

No

No

Probing Biodiversity with DNA Barcodes





http://www.ecopath.org/
http://atlantis.cmar.csiro.au/
http://darwinproject.mit.edu/



Ecology in the Earth 
System



Community responses to small-scale 
fragmentation

Bartlett et al., (in 

prep.)



2.5 A diversion…



What separates GEMs from 
existing models?

• Global in scale, land and sea

• Focus on ecology/biodiversity

• Fully dynamic allowing for total ecosystem shifts

• Model entire ecosystems (~ all species)

• Ontogenetic changes (individuals, not mass pools)



Nature, 1989 Nature, 1993



Not much data with which to 
evaluate biomass patterns at a global 
scale

Total Marine Biomass: 
Madingley Model: 159 tonnes km-2

Previous estimate: 8-18 tonnes km-2

(Jennings et al., 2008, Proceedings B)



Not much data with which to 
evaluate patterns

Herbivore : autotroph

Omnivore : autotroph

Carnivore : autotroph

Biomass ratios 
(solid = data, white = model)



Marine developments

…including
• 2.5D / fully 3D marine model
• Migration & learned dispersal
• More finely resolved functional groups
• Habitat -> coral reefs, mangroves, seagrass beds
• MPAs
• Aquaculture
• Fully coupled NPZD model
• Bayesian MCMC constaint of parameters
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Latitudinal ratio of endotherms 
to ectotherms



Ecology in the Earth 
System



Legend: 
  
 Herbivores 

 
Omnivores 

 
Carnivores 
 
 Open symbols =  Modelled  

     

 Closed symbols = Empirical 
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Harfoot et 

al. PLoS

Biology 

(2014)



Abraham et al., (in prep.)

Testing ecological theories: e.g. 
Bergmann’s rule

Håkan et al., Oecologia (1995)

Marine



Investigation of 
ecological mechanism

E.g. 

Inverted marine trophic biomass 
pyramids

Trophic structure and productivity 
gradient
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Resource control: Prey availability constrains abundance of predators
- i.e. carrying capacity

Trophic control

76

Consumer control: Predators suppress the abundance of prey
- i.e. trophic cascade

Boyce D.G. & Worm, B (2014) submitted; Heithaus, M.R. et al. (2008) Trends Ecol. Evol.;  Myers, R.A. et al. (2007) Science

Fishes
Mammals
Catch



Isolate specific mechanisms

(Not real results – for illustration only)

Full model

Flat thermal
gradient No hibernation

No diurnal 
activity limits


